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Responding to the concept of personalized combination, Nodal is 
a system of sofas whose modularity allows multiple configurations. 
Starting from a platform with 1, 2 or 3 seats, to which you attach 
rectangular modules that function as armrests and backrests, you 
can create any combination, from an independent sofa to benches 
and more elaborated combinations. The modular platform of the 
seat allows for the integrated addition of functional extensions, 
such as tables or joints to create different linear compositions. 

The Nodal collection offers interior designers and architects the 
possibility of making almost any assembly, almost like a Lego set.

NODAL
COLLECTION
by Luca Nichetto
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COLLECTION ELEMENTS

Bases Arm and back Table

One seat compositions

Two seat compositions

Two seat compositions
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Nodal three seat sofa / 
Sofá Nodal tres plazas

Nodal sofa table module / 
Módulo mesa sofá Nodal

Nodal one seat sofa / 
Sofá Nodal una plaza

Nodal two seat sofa / 
Sofá Nodal dos plazas

Nodal one seat bench / 
Bancada Nodal una plaza

Nodal two seat bench / 
Bancada Nodal dos plazas

Nodal sofa back / 
Respaldo sofá Nodal

Nodal three seat bench / 
Bancada Nodal tres plazas

Nodal sofa arm / 
Brazo sofá Nodal

Modular sofas

This sofa collection can be customised 
to create different modules

NODAL collection
by Luca Nichetto

Nodal collection



This collection is a system of seats and tables that offer a simple 
and elegant solution for decorating common spaces. The designer, 
Patrick Norguet, wants the combination of the pieces in this collection 
to evoke natural landscapes. Much more than a set, Ínsula is first of 
all a system: it is made up of a basic structure on which the seats, 
backrests and accessories are fixed. This project is conceived as 
a set of simple construction and combinations, without forgetting 
the main function, the comfort of its use. Modular sofa set based of 
a combination of 2 lengths of seat (short and long) and 3 sizes of 
back (A, B & C), with different shapes and sizes of tables in different 
material. Metal legs with epoxy finishing.

INSULA
COLLECTION
by Patrick Norguet
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Modular sofas

COLLECTION ELEMENTS

COMPOSITIONS

Bases

Tables

Two seat combinations

Three seat combinations

Backs

Composition 1

Modules
- 450B
- 451C
- 451AA
- 451XA
- 452-3

Modules
- 450B x5
- 452-2 x5

Modules
- 450A
- 451AA
- 451AX
- 452-2

Modules
- 450B
- 451C
- 452-2

Modules
- 450B x2
- 451AA x2
- 452-2 x2

Modules
- 450A x3
- 451C
- 451AA 
- 452-2 x2

Composition 3

Composition 5

Composition 2

Composition 4

Composition 6

Insula collection



450 450A

451AA 451AX

452-3 452-2

451XA

450B

451C

451
Insula two seat sofa / 
Sofá Insula dos plazas

Insula three seat bench / 
Bancada Insula tres plazas

Insula two seat bench / 
Bancada Insula dos plazas

Insula two seat sofa / 
Sofá Insula dos plazas

Insula three seat sofa / 
Sofá Insula tres plazas

Insula three seat sofa / 
Sofá Insula tres plazas

Insula table, conexion 3 modules / 
Mesa Insula, conexión 3 módulos

Insula table, conexion 2 modules / 
Mesa Insula, conexión 2 módulos

Insula three seat sofa / 
Sofá Insula tres plazas

Insula three seat sofa / 
Sofá Insula tres plazas

Modular sofas

This project is conceived as a set of 
simple construction and combinations

INSULA collection
by Patrick Norguet

Insula collection
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